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By ST AFF REPORT S

Today in luxury:

Jarrar out at Lanvin, designer wanted

Bouchra Jarrar has left Lanvin after only 16 months and the guessing game begins as to who will be the next
designer at the troubled fashion house, reports Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Vacations of the 1pc: Trends from luxury travel agents

The rich really are different from you and me at least when it comes to travel. For ordinary travelers, the Presidential
Suite might sound like the ultimate luxury. For the traveler with the 25,000-square-foot home or office, though, it's  not
much of a wow, says USA Today.

Click here to read the entire article on USA Today

How to soothe luxury-car buyers: Add perks and subtract haggling

The automobile connected to the Internet, powered by electricity, driven with computer support is evolving faster
than at any point in its history, according to the New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

My very own Versailles: Homeowners who re-create the French palace

On an unassuming side street in Long Island's Old Brookville, a 1,000-foot long driveway flanked by an alle of pear
saplings leads to a 120-room, 17th century-style chteau bedecked with elaborate limestone carvings. Atop its slate
roof, a copper ridge decorated with rosettes shines in the early summer sun. Above the front door, the initials "RY"
are flanked by horn-blowing cherubs, per the Wall Street Journal.
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Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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